HAWK WINDOW CLOSER MODULE
MANUAL INSTRUCTION
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Item
Supply voltage
Current consumption
Maximum output current
Trigger pulse type
Monitor
Raising time of each glass
Switched channels type
Protection design

Feature
9~15V
3mA
20A
Positive / Negative, digital
signal
Engine electromagnetic noise
8±1sec
2 or 4 windows
Reverse polarity protection
Short circuit protection
Over voltage protection

FUNCTIONS
1. Automatic raising the windows glass when lock doors.
2. If the module disable, it will not affect vehicle windows circuit.
3. The factory manual switch can still control window motor’s work.
4. Any window switch button can stop the rolling windows glass.
5. The window glass will stop raising when meets an obstacle.
6. Automatic cut engine power supply when meets overlarge current.
7. Automatic stop working on motor when window chain was broken.
8. The module doesn’t work when car’s engine is ON.
CHARACTERISTICS

Operation of the module:
1. In the status of ACC ON, press the arming button, there is no response
of the power window module, you have to close or open the windows by
manual switch.
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2. In the status of ACC OFF, close the door and press the arming button
of the transmitter, the windows will be closed automatically one by one.
The window raising sequence is from driver’s door to passengers’ doors:
First left front window → right front window → left behind window → right
behind window.
Notes: The time of activation for each window lasts about 8 seconds, but
if one of the window is raised to top position in less than 8 seconds, the
power window module will then pass to the next window raising
immediately, which will help protect the electric power window motors.
3. When the last window is closed completely, the system will activate the
window raising sequence again in order to confirm that all the windows
are closed well.

The module can work with positive / negative lock pulse.

The module can work with car alarm window control output:
The output wire should be connected to Orange (+) or Orange/black (-)
wire (Note: you can only choose one of them according to original car
signal).

Safety mode:
If the window is closed or motor is broken, the module will automatically
switch to next window immediately. If the window glass meets any
resistance, this window will be stopped automatically and move to next
windows also. But if the resistance is removed before module stop
working, this window will be raised up at the end.

Polarity (+/-) of Power Window motor input
Red/black wire is designed to program motor wire’s polarity. Factory
default is (+) positive. To program into (-) negative, cut the Red/black wire
off from Red (+) wire and connect Red/black wire to Ground.
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WIRING DIAGRAM
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